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Comparison of estimated continuous cardiac output with echocardiography in patients with systolic heart failure
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ABSTRACT

Background: Cardiac output (CO) is an important hemodynamic parameter in the management of heart failure. The aim of this study was to compare CO measurements obtained from the bedside monitor specialized for CO measurement, which is known as estimated continuous CO (esCCO), and transthoracic echocardiography (echoCO) in patients with ejection fraction (EF) <40%.

Methods: A total of 49 patients (36 male) with EF <40% were studied in this study. CO was measured using esCCO and transthoracic echocardiography (TTE). Measurements of CO were compared using Bland-Altman statistical method.

Results: Mean ejection fraction was 27.11 ± 7.31%. Measurements of CO using esCCO and echoCO were found to be different (5.44±1.10 L/min vs. 5.08±1.08 L/min, respectively, p=0.004). CO was higher in esCCO compared to TTE. Bland-Altman analysis showed that the bias between esCCO and echoCO was -0.36 L/min [95% CI: -0.60 – (-0.13)], 95% limits of agreement were ranged from -1.77 to 1.05 L/min, and percentage errors of measurements of CO was 13%. A significant positive correlation was found between esCCO and echoCO (r = 0.785, p< 0.001).

Conclusions: esCCO was well correlated with echoCO in patients with low EF. The esCCO may be useful for non-cardiologist such as specialist for anaesthesiology and thorasic disease. Also, it may be used in the patients with HF having poor echocardiographic image quality due to co-morbidities including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Assessment of the cardiac output (CO) is necessary to critically ill patients and requiring follow up hemodynamic monitoring.1 In order to maintain adequate tissue perfusion, CO should be monitored routinely in patients with decompensate heart failure (HF) or shock.2 An ideal CO monitoring method should be non-invasive, cost effective, continuous, accurate, safe, reproducible, and have a fast response time.3,4 There are mainly three methods of CO monitoring; invasive, minimally invasive and non invasive methods. The invasive thermodilution technique is recommended as a reference method for the measurement of CO; however, it has been associated with several significant complications, technical, and reading errors.5 These negative effects led to the development of new methods of CO monitoring in clinical practice such as estimated continuous cardiac output (esCCO).6,7 However, CO measurement using transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) method (echoCO) is the most used technique by a cardiologist. TTE may give inaccurate results in patients with obese and chronic lung disease. On the other hand, it requires expensive
equipment, experience, and time for the measurements of CO.\textsuperscript{10}

Compared to $\text{echo}CO$, $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ is cheaper and easy to use. In addition, it requires no advanced experience.\textsuperscript{11} Previous studies have demonstrated that the $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ has clinically acceptable as much as $\text{echo}CO$ method in critically ill patients treated in the intensive care unit (ICU) and in patients with performing cardiac surgery.\textsuperscript{2,12} However, it is not known whether $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ is a useful tool regarding to cardiovascular monitoring in the patients with systolic heart failure (HFSys). The aim of the study is to compare CO measurements detected using $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ and $\text{echo}CO$ in the patients with HFSys.

**METHODS**

**Study population**

Fifty six adult patients (39 male) with EF <40\% were enrolled in this study. Patients with atrial fibrillation, ventricular premature complex, other arrhythmia causing abnormality of the measuring CO, and who having poor echogenicity and taking vasopressor drugs were excluded. CO was simultaneously measured by $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ and TTE. In all subjects, weight and height were measured according to the standard protocols. Then, body surface area (BSA) was computed using DuBois’s formula.\textsuperscript{13} Cardiac index (CI) was calculated as the ratio of CO to BSA.

**Measurement of $\text{e}_\text{CO}$**

$\text{e}_\text{CO}$ were obtained from the hemodynamic bedside monitor (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan). $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ is determined by pulse wave transit time (PWTT) automatically computed from pulse oximetry waveform and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals. For this procedure, three electrodes were placed on the chest wall (for ECG signals), sensor of the pulse oximeter was put on the right forefinger, and blood pressure cuff was placed on the left brachial area. After inputting of date of birth, sex, weight and height, monitor was calibrated by the heart rate, pulse pressure, and PWTT.\textsuperscript{11,14} CO is the production of stroke volume (SV) and heart rate (HR)(CO = SV x HR). The possibility to derive the stroke volume (SV) from pulse pressure (PP) information ($\text{e}_\text{CO} = K x (\alpha x \text{PWTT} + \beta) x \text{HR}; \alpha, \beta$: experimental constants and K = constant value). The information is described in detail in that paper.\textsuperscript{7}

**Echocardiographic assessment**

The transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) was systematically performed in all subjects according to the standard protocol by an experienced single cardiologist blinded to the study. The intra-observer variability was <4\% for all measurements. All measurements were taken with probe of M55s using Vivid 7 (GE, Horten, Norway). LV ejection fraction (EF) was determined by the modified Simpson’s method.\textsuperscript{15} $\text{echo}CO$ was calculated using the diameter of the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) measured from the inner to inner edge in parasternal long axis view on 2-dimensional echocardiography sampling, the velocity–time integral (VTI) of flow through LVOT calculated as the average of at least three measurements in the apical 5 chamber view by placed cursor using pulsed wave Doppler echocardiography (PW), and heart rate synchronously measured via software of TTE, using that formula: ($\text{echo}CO = \text{LVOT area} \times \text{VTI}_{\text{LVOT}} \times \text{HR}$).\textsuperscript{6}

**Statistics**

All data were shown as the mean ± SD. To verify the normal data distributions was performed by one-sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test. The comparison of the two methods was used the paired t test. The bias, precision (SD of bias) and limits of agreement (LOA) (bias ± 1.96 SD) between $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ and $\text{echo}CO$ was determined by Bland-Altman test.\textsuperscript{16} Percentage errors of the acceptable limits of these techniques were calculated using Critchley and Critchley’s formula.\textsuperscript{17} Bivariate correlation analysis was used in order to find out whether or not there is a relationship between $\text{e}_\text{CO}$ and $\text{echo}CO$. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 21 (Chicago, USA). P<0.05 was considered to be significant.

**RESULTS**

Baseline demographic and clinical variables are shown in Table 1. The data was obtained from 49 patients (36 male, median age=60 years, ranged 33-85 years). Mean ejection fraction was 27.11 ± 7.31\%.

**Table 1: Baseline demographic and clinical measurements.**

| Age (years) | 60.47 ± 13.53 |
| Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) | 114.97 ± 17.37 |
| Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) | 70.82 ± 12.41 |
| Pulse pressure (mmHg) | 44.15 ± 14.87 |
| Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) | 85.53 ± 12.41 |
| Heart rate (beats/min) | 79.22 ± 12.57 |
| Risk factors | |
| CAD, n (%) | 28 (57) |
| Hypertension, n (%) | 13 (26) |
| Diabetes mellitus, n (%) | 6 (12) |
| Dyslipidemia, n (%) | 4 (8) |
| Smoking, n(%) | 14 (28) |
| Medications | |
| Acetylsalicylic acid, n (%) | 32 (65) |
| Beta-blocker, n (%) | 36 (73) |
| Statin, n (%) | 19 (38) |
| Diuretic, n (%) | 38 (77) |
| ACEI/ARB, n (%) | 35 (71) |

Values are expressed mean ± standard deviation and number (percentage).
The measurements obtained from TTE and esCCO monitor are shown in Table 2. Measurements of CO using esCCO and esCO were found to be different (5.44 ± 1.10 L/min vs. 5.08 ± 1.08 L/min, respectively, p=0.004) in the paired t test. The measurements of CI using both technique were also found to be slightly but significantly different (2.97 ± 0.49 L/min/m² vs. 2.80 ± 0.60 L/min/m², respectively, p=0.029). In Bland-Altman analysis, the bias between TTE and the monitor was found for CO measurements -0.36 L/min (95% CI: -0.60 to -0.13) and for CI measurements -0.15 L/min/m² (95% CI: (-0.28) - (-0.02)) (Figure 1). In addition, precision, LOA, and percentage error were detected 0.72 L/min, (-1.77; +1.05 L/min), and 13%, respectively. There was a significant positive correlation between esCCO and echocardiographic (r=0.79, p<0.001) and between esCCI and echocardiographic CI (r=0.773, p<0.001) (Figure 2). The percentage error of measurement of CI was found to be 10%.

| Table 2: Measurements of transthoracic echocardiography and the bedside monitor. |
|---------------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Mean ± SD                       | 95% Confidence interval |
| esCCO (L/min)                   | Lower            | Upper            |
| 5.08 ± 1.08                     | 4.72             | 5.43             |
| esCO (L/min)                    | 5.44 ± 1.10      | 5.08             | 5.80             |
| esCCI (L/min/m²)                | 2.80 ± 0.60      | 2.59             | 3.01             |
| esCCI (L/min/m²)                | 2.97 ± 0.49      | 2.80             | 3.13             |
| Average of CO (L/min)           | 5.26 ± 1.03      | 4.92             | 5.60             |
| Average of CI (L/min/m²)        | 2.87 ± 0.52      | 2.69             | 3.05             |
| esSV (ml)                       | 71.64 ± 15.90    | 66.09            | 77.19            |
| esSVI (ml/m³)                   | 38.23 ± 7.28     | 35.69            | 40.77            |
| Ejection fraction (%)           | 27.11 ± 7.31     | 24.70            | 29.51            |
| LVOT diameter (mm)              | 21.89 ± 2.19     | 21.17            | 22.61            |
| LVOT velocity time integral (cm)| 17.58 ± 4.10     | 16.23            | 18.93            |

Values are expressed mean ± standard deviation.

CO, cardiac output; CI, cardiac index; esCO, echocardiographic cardiac output; esCCI, echocardiographic cardiac index; esCCI, estimated continous cardiac output; esCCI, estimated continous cardiac index; esSV, estimated stroke volume; esSVI, estimated stroke volume index; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract.

**DISCUSSION**

CO reflects the amount of blood thrown from the heart to aorta and it also reflects cardiac power.18 Namely, CO is a global index of circulatory status, CO and its response to therapeutic interventions has been commonly measured in critically ill patients treated in ICU and undergoing surgery in operating room.12,19,20 Although measurement of CO using thermodilution technique (TDCCO) is considered the gold standard, several non invasive methods have been compared and found clinically acceptable. In one study, performed by Permpikul C et al, CO measurements were compared using esCCO and thermodilution technique in patients with septic shock.2 They found the bias of 1.2 L/min and LOA from 2.8 to 5.2 L/min. In addition, they declared that esCCO could be used as an alternative to pulmonary catheter. In a multicenter study, esCCO was also compared with thermodilution technique in patients with and bias was found as 0.13 L/min and the precision of the measurement was detected 1.15 L/min.14 Also, close correlation between esCCO and thermodilution technique was found (r=0.79) and it was expressed that CO measurements determined by both methods were comparable with a small bias and precision. Wacharasint P. et al. studied about clinical validation of esCCO by comparing TDCCO in patients with undergoing cardiac surgery.12 They suggested that esCCO has an acceptable trend as compared to TDCCO.

**Figure 1:** Bland–Altman analysis showing bias and limits of agreements of esCCO and echoCO.
- **A.** Cardiac output
- **B.** Cardiac index.

**Figure 2:** Correlation between esCCO and echoCO.
- **A.** Cardiac output
- **B.** Cardiac index.

It is indicated that TTE represented a valid alternative to invasive procedures for measuring CO. However, TTE momentarily (not continuously) allows monitoring of CO. In one study, esCCO was compared with echocardiographic CO in patients treated in ICU and a significant correlation was found between esCCO and echocardiographic CO (rs=0.61, p<0.001).23 In addition, bias, precision, and LOA were also found -1.6 L/min, 1.55 L/min, and (-4.7; +1.5 L/min), respectively.
Further, they declared that CO monitorig using $\dot{e}_C$CO was not clinically acceptable with a 49% of percentage error. However, in another study, it was reported that the reproducibility of $\dot{e}_C$CO was satisfactory and it seemed suitable for the purpose of CO monitoring.\textsuperscript{22} Besides, they also reported that bias was $1.51 \pm 0.84$ L/min, and LOA was $(-0.14; +3.17)$ L/min. In present study, we found a significant positive correlation between $\dot{e}_C$CO and echo$\dot{e}_C$CO ($r = 0.785$, $p < 0.001$). Moreover, in our study, bias, precision, and LOA were found -0.36 L/min, 0.72 L/min, and $-2.33; +1.67$ L/min, respectively. Difference in the bias for $\dot{e}_C$CO may be due to the different study population. Only, the latter study included the patients having heart failure. On the other hand, the mean of EF of these patients was slightly lower (51% ±15) unlike that in our study (27% ± 7). The percentage error of CO measurements (13%) was smaller than the previous studies.\textsuperscript{21,22} This difference of percentage error may be the result of the average of CO being higher than those of the other studies. The percentage error value is considered clinically acceptable if it is <30%, as suggested by Critchley and Critchley.\textsuperscript{17} These conditions give rise to thought that $\dot{e}_C$CO can estimate CO with a lower percentage error in setting of HFsys.

The limitation of this study is to be consisted of the population the patients with compensated HFsys.

**CONCLUSIONS**

It was suggested that the accuracy of $\dot{e}_C$CO is clinically comparable to the thermodilution method. This system is highly invasive due to the requirement of central and pulmonary arterial catheterization, necessary for thermodilution calibration. It has been used as a monitoring tool in high risk surgeries and critical care units. However, it is not unable to evaluate rapid changes in CO induced by a fluid challenge.\textsuperscript{23} For CO assessment; we used TTE as the reference method in this study. $\dot{e}_C$CO have some advantages such as noninvasive method, portable and no infection risk. Although $\dot{e}_C$CO in critical ill patients or anesthetized patients is still a matter of debate, we can say that this method can be used in the patients with HFsys. $\dot{e}_C$CO can be used for measurements of CO with a 13% of percentage error in this setting. $\dot{e}_C$CO may be used from non-cardiologists such as specialist for anesthesiology and thoracic disease when CO measurement requires and it can be useful especially in patients with HF, having poor echocardiographic image quality due to co-morbidities including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The $\dot{e}_C$CO seems to be simple and suitable method for the measuring CO.
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